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Abstract: Consider a finite population which has many auxiliary variables. A statistic, which is a function of the moments of 
the auxiliary variables, is proposed to measure the balance of a sample. The mean and variance of this statistic are derived. 
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The populat ion consists of  N units, labelled 1, 2 . . . . .  N. Associated with each unit  there are P variables, 
xl,  x 2 . . . . .  x e. The x ' s  are the auxiliary variables and their values are known on all N units. Also 
associated with each unit  are numerous  variables with unknown values. These variables will be referred to 
as target variables and the symbol Y will be used to denote  any one of them. A sample s, of  n units, will be 
selected. The values of Y for the n sample units will be available for observation. The  n units sampled will 
consti tute a database. Requests for da ta  on Y will be made. The nature  of the requests are unknown  at the 
t ime of sampling. The resulting Y data  f rom the n units will be used to make inference about  the N - n  
unobserved units. 
The three purposes of  this note are (i) to define a statistic which measures the balance of a sample; (ii) to 
find the mean  and variance of that statistic, and (iii) to r ecommend  that this statistic along with its mean 
and variance be reported for mult ipurpose samples. 
The literature in finite population sampling results for balanced and approximately  balanced samples 
(e.g. Royall  and Herson (1973), Royall and Cumber land  (1981), Royall  and Pfef fe rmann (1982) and Tam 
and Chan (1984)). Various measures of  balance are suggested in these reports but  the idea remains the 
same: a sample should be representative of  the known variables. The cited research reports  ask the 
question: " H o w  does a balanced sample affect the properties of estimators?" The  balancing statistic 
defined in this note is under  investigation as to its effects on the properties of estimators.  At  present, the 
statistic should be considered a descriptive statistic for which the mean  and variance are  known.  
The assumed sampling environment  has three characteristics: (1) The sample size is small relative to the 
populat ion size, (2) the sample will be  used for many  purposes which are not  known  at the time of 
sampling, and (3) there are many  auxiliary variables. 
The populat ion univariate moments  about  the origin for the auxiliary variables are: 
p~r( p ) = N - l  ~.,x'p, 
N 
for r = 1, 2 . . . . .  R and p = 1, 2 . . . .  , P. The  EN indicates' a summat ion  over all units in the population.  The 
• ~opulation bivariate moments  about the origin are: 
~r,~(p, q ) =  N-l~_~XpXq, 
N 
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for r, s = 1, 2, . . . ,  R and p, q = 1, 2, . . . ,  P. Since the values of the auxiliary variables are known, these 
population moments can be calculated. 
The univariate sample moments about the origin are: 
m r ( p ) =  n-l~V_~Xp, 
S 
for r = 1, 2, . . . ,  R and p -- 1, 2, . . . ,  P. The ~ indicates a summation over sampled units. 
Under simple random sampling, 
E[m~(p)]  = ~r(P)- 
If N is large relative to n, the population size can be considered infinite and the finite population 
correction can be ignored. From Kendall and Stuart (1963, p. 229), 
Var[ mr( p ) ] -- n- l[  lz2,( p ) - iz~( p )] . (1) 
Other expected value results are: 
E [ m , ( p ) m s ( q ) ]  = n - l [ ~ . s ( p ,  q) + ( n -  1 )# , (p )# , (q ) ] .  (2) 
E[rn~(p)m~(q)]  = n-2[Iz2, . ,(p,  q ) + ( n -  1)/z2~(p)/z,(q)+ 2 ( n -  1)Jar.~(p, q) lz , (p)  
+ ( n -  1 ) ( n -  2 ) ~ ( p ) j a , ( q ) ] .  (3) 
E[m2,(p)m~(q)]  = n-3[Iz:,.2~(p, q) +(n  - 1)/~:r(p)~zs(q) + 2 ( n -  1)/z2,,,(p , q)lz , (q)  
+ ( n -  1 ) ( n -  2)#: r (p ) l z ] (q )+  2 ( n -  1)/zr(p)/z,.z,(p, q) 
1 2 + ( n - X ) ( n - 2 ) # 2 ( p ) / z 2 , ( q ) + 2 ( n -  ) /z , . , (p ,q)  
+ 4 ( n -  1 ) ( n -  2) lz , (p)~ , . s (p ,  q)lzs(q) 
+ ( n -  1 ) ( n -  2 ) ( n -  3)/~2r(p)/z2~(q)]. 
As a measure of balance define: 
R v n [ m , ( p ) _ l a , ( p ) ] :  
(4) 
s = Z  Y'. 
r = l  .p=l  ~2,(p)-Iz~(p) 
The quantity B measures the standardized squared error between the sample and population moments for 
P auxiliary variables and R moments. The purpose of the remaining part of this note is to derive the mean 
and variance of B. 
The result is: 
e[s] =m' (5) 
and 
R R P P 
var[sl= E E E E 
r = l  s = l  p ~ l  q = l  
[ IZ2 , (p ) - I z~(p)] - l [#2 , (q ) - I z2s (q)] -a[ f l ( I z )+n- l f2 ( l z ) ] ,  (6) 
= 2[#.(p, q) - 
for which 
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and 
f2(lX)=l~2r,2s(P, q)--P2r(P)lX2s(q)--2P2r,~(P, q)tts(q)+ 2P2r(P)P](q) 
21~r(p)lXr,2s(p, q)+ 21~2(p)l~2s(q)__ 2 - 2#r,s(P, q) + 81.tr(P)t-tr,s(P, q)t~s(q) 
- 6/~2(p)#2s(q). 
The main steps in deriving this result are as follows. For (5), 
g P nE[mr(p)_pr(p)] 2 R P 
E [ B ] =  E ~, = E ~, I=RP. 
r=l p=l ll2r(P)-112r(p) r= l  p= l  
The main steps in deriving (6) are: 
var[s]= 1 r=l p=l ~2r(-~Z~r(p) 
R g ( e ~ n[m3(p)_tt,(p)]2} 
= E E C ° v  E n[mr(p)--#r(p)]2 
r=ls=l (p=l ]~2r(P)--l~2r(p)' p=l ~2s(P)~s(-~) 
~ ~ ~ ~ Coy{[ n[mr(p)-pr(p)]2] [n[ms(q)-I~s(q)] 2} 
=r=ls=l p=l  q=l ~ r ( P - ) : ~ r ( P )  ' L  .~(q)-~ 
R R P P 
= ~, • ~., ~. ,n2[#2r(P)-#2(P)]-l[#2,(q)-tt2(q)] -1 
r=l s=l p~l q=l 
XCov{[mr(p)-#r(p)]  2, [ms(q)-#,(q)]2},  (7) 
Cov{[mr(P)-IXr(p)] 2, [ms(q)-l, ts(q)] 2} 
= E{[mr(p)-pr(p)]2[ms(q)-IXs(q)] 2} 
-E[mr(p)-#r(p)]2E[ms(q)- l~s(q)]  2. 
By using the expected value results in (2), (3), (4), and the variance of mr(p) as given by (1), the 
covariance of the last equation can be found as a function of the population moments. Substituting this 
value for the covariance in (7) yields result (6). 
For multipurpose samples which are selected in the presence of auxiliary variables it is recommended 
that the value of B, along with its mean, and variance be reported. This will provide information 
concerning the balance of that sample to potential users of the data. 
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